
   
 

Maths  
Multiplication and Division 

Computer-based activities 
 
Consolidate:  
Watch the video about multiplication: 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/z3vgkqt 
 
Core:  
Watch the video for Year 3  Summer Term Week 4 W/C 
11th May  Lesson 1  Multiplying and Dividing by 4 and 8 
https://whiterosemaths.com/homelearning/year-3/ 
 
Next, use what you have learnt to complete the worksheets 
attached at the end of this document. 
 
Extend:  
Create your own times table fortune teller – follow this link 
for instructions on how to make your fortune teller. You 
could use the numbers they provide or choose your own: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E3b6mkSeEo0  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

English 
 
Reading 

 Log in to your Bug Club account and complete a new 
book, remember to answer the comprehension 
questions. 

 Read a book of your choice for 15 minutes. 
 

Spelling 
       This week’s spelling words are: 
       busy, business, eighth, fruit, island, possible  
Try: making your own word search with your spelling words. 
Put all of your spelling words onto a grid in different 
directions and then add random letters all around your 
spelling words to hide them. Perhaps you could challenge 
someone at home to find the words you’ve hidden. Don’t 
forget to write a list of the words to find! 

Spelling Shed:  Complete task words  ending with /l/ 
sound spelled -le- (List 20)  
 
English   
Follow the link below to open an extract from a book called 
‘A Walk on the Wild Side’. 
https://www.lovereading4kids.co.uk/extract/13245/A-Walk-
on-the-Wild-Side-by-Louis-Thomas.html  
 
 
 
 
 
 

Science 
  Bending Water with Static 

 
Here’s an easy and fun science experiment that’s great 

for helping kids learn about static electricity. Try bending 
water with static electricity produced by combing your 

hair or rubbing it with an inflated balloon, can it really be 
done? Give it a try and find out! 

What you'll need: 

 An inflated balloon 

 A narrow stream of water from a tap 

 Dry hair 

Instructions: 
1. Turn on the water so it is falling from the tap in a 
narrow stream (just a few millimetres across but not 
droplets). 
2. Rub the balloon back and forth against your hair for a 
few seconds. 
3. Slowly move the balloon towards the stream of water 
(without touching it) while watching closely to see what 
happens. 
What's happening? 
The static electricity you built up by rubbing your hair 
against the balloon attracts the stream of water, bending 
it towards the comb or balloon like magic! 
Negatively charged particles called electrons jump from 
your hair to the comb as they rub together, the comb 
now has extra electrons and is negatively charged. The 
water features both positive and negatively charged 
particles and is neutral. Positive and negative charges are 
attracted to each other so when you move the negatively 
charged comb (or balloon) towards the stream, it attracts 
the water's positively charged particles and the stream 
bends! 
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Non-computer based activities 
 
Consolidate:                            
Use objects from around your home to represent 
multiplication number sentences. For example you could use 
2 pairs of socks to show 2 groups of 2. Have a go at writing 
them as multiplication sentences e.g. 2 x 2 = 4.  
Core:  
What’s your favourite number?  

 Write it down in the centre of a piece of plain paper (if 
you don’t have a favourite number, pick a number at 
random).  

 Note down at least 20 facts about the number, creating a 
poster.  

 For example, if your favourite number was 20 you could 
write down facts like: • It’s in the 2, 5, and 10 times table 
• It’s an even number • 20 x 2 = 40 and so on.  

 Try to make sure you have a good range of different types 
of facts. Be as creative as you can with how you present 
your work.  

Extend: 
Maths, Paper, Scissors – The maths edition of Rock, Paper, 

Scissors! 2 players are needed for this game. 

How to play:  

1. On ‘scissors’, each of you puts out between 0 and 5 
fingers.  

2. You then need to race to add the number of fingers you 
have put out with the number of fingers your partner 
put out (e.g 4 + 2 = 6) and then multiply that answer by 4 
(e.g. 6 x 4 = 24) and be the first to call out the answer.  

3. The player to call the correct answer first, wins a point.  

4. Record who wins each ‘battle’ in a simple table; the first 
player to 20 points wins!  

1. Using just the title of the book, predict what you 
think the book could be about. 
 

2. Next, use a dictionary to find out the meanings of 
these words and write them down on a piece of 
paper: predator, vision, currents, prowl and prey. If 
you already know what some of these words mean, 
have a go at writing your own definitions for them. 
 

3. Read the extract independently or with somebody 
at home. Highlight or underline any words that are 
difficult to read and then practice reading these 
parts again. Use the dictionary again to look up any 
words that you are unsure of.  

 
4. Now have a go at answering these questions using 

information from the extract to help you.  
a) How are flying fish able to fly? 
b) Why do flying fish fly? 
c) How do we know that leopards are strong? 
d) Where would you find a Boa Constrictor? 
e) What is unusual about the eyes of a chameleon? 
 

 
 

Music 
 

Samba Batucada “Real In Rio” from the film Rio 
 

https://youtu.be/cn3MAqW0FdI 
 

1 How does this music make you feel? 
 
2 Why does it make you feel this way? 
 
3 Can you move your body to the music? Reach 
high, move low, clap. Dance etc… 
 
4 What instruments do you think you can hear? 
 
5 Can you find the pulse of the music? Try 
tapping the pulse on any part of your body. 
 

 
  

https://youtu.be/cn3MAqW0FdI


Geography 
Where would you go? 

 
Your task is to think of a country that you would like to visit. 
Perhaps it might be a country that you’ve been to before, 
maybe it’s a country that you’ve heard about on the 
television or try having a look at a map and choose one that 
you never even knew existed! It really is up to you. 
 
When you have chosen a place to visit, your job is to 
research the country to find out lots of interesting 
information about it. For example you could try to find out: 

 Where in the world is it located? 

 What other countries are nearby? 

 How could you travel there? 

 How long would it take to get there? 

 What sort of food do they eat there? 

 What do people’s homes look like? 

 What are the schools like? 

 Are there any interesting animals that live there? 
 
Present your work as an eye-catching poster or leaflet with 
pictures and diagrams to illustrate the information that you 
have found out.   

Get Active 
 

Plan your route 
https://www.maps.ie/map-my-route/ 

 

 Go to google maps and plan  
a map around your local area 

 Complete the walk and 
maybe jog every other 
lamppost  

 
 

Around the sock challenge 
https://primarypeplanning.com/home-pe/ 

 

Art 
 

Egg Carton Faces 
 

A fun project where all you need is egg cartons 
and a bit of glue. 

 
MATERIALS: Egg cartons, scissors, glue (PVA or hot 
glue) and paint if you want to decorate your faces. 
 
DIRECTIONS:  

1. Cut your egg carton 'head' shapes from the 
lids of the egg cartons. (Adult support) 

2. Cut all your different facial features:  eyes, 
noses, mouths, eye brows and even 
moustaches! 

3. Begin to assemble your faces and glue 
them in position. 

https://www.maps.ie/map-my-route/
https://primarypeplanning.com/home-pe/


 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
You can either leave your head plain or decorate 
with paint. 

 
Create Outdoor Art 

 Check out the work of Andy Goldsworthy who 
creates art from nature!  

 
See if you can create your own with the use of 

natural resources.  

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JTnHiOA6a0E


 



 


